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End of Management Games / Lectures

Author : admin

Today was the last day of the lectures with Joop Vinke. Here is how my day passed. I woke up at 9:00,
washed my teeth dressed combed my hair and went to the police station to look for our quarter police
officer. I need to renew my personal ID card because it has been expired already for 4 years already.
Thanks God everything went smoothly in the police station. After that I went to school we had lectures
with Joop Vinke. After the school I went home and played around with my FreeBSD system. I
succesfully upgraded gnome 2.20 to 2.22.

Using the binary packages from

http://www.marcuscom.com/tb/packages/7-STABLE-FreeBSD/gnome/. I'm trying to upgrade gnome
from source for already almost 3 weeks with portmanager. After all of the required ports rebuilded still
gnome wasn't functioning, so in order to make it working I downloaded packages from
http://www.marcuscom.com/tb/packages/7-STABLE-FreeBSD/gnome/ and ran a little loop with

for i in *; do pkg_add -vf $i; done 

 

to make all the .tbz files install I did that yesterday night today at the afternoon everything was installed
and gnome ran just fine I only had to link few libraries because they were searched on a different places.
All works just fine now I only have to rebuild few of my games because they're now linked to an old
libraries. In the evening we went out with Javor for a coffee. As very often we went to the fountain we
had a nice talk and then we went to his apartment to watch a film. He recommended a film called 1984
and we watched that. My impression is that this film is totally psychodelic and freaky, but still interesting
to see. After I went home I went to see my grandma and now I'm home tired on a few steps of my bed :) I
should also mention that today I upgraded clamav on 3 of the servers I maintain. It seems there are few
configuration options which changed in the new clamav release (0.93). It was an easy day as a whole if
we don't count my physical infirmity.
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